


Kinky Malinki Club Tour
NOW TAKING BOOKINGS
Kinky Malinki. Put simply and honestly, one of the most successful 
and longest running House Music events in London.



This year Kinky Malinki celebrates its 18th Birthday. Eighteen years really is a long time to keep 
going at the top of this industry, when you consider the ever changing nature of the London club 
scene. We have seen House music trends come and go and come back again. We have seen,  
once successful events disappear and become mere memories and we have said goodbye to some 
of the most adored venues in the scene when The Cross, Turnmills and The End shut their doors, 
never to be danced in again. We really never imagined that sixteen years ago at the inaugural Kinky 
Malinki party at Imperial Gardens in South London, that all these years later, we would still be going 
strong and welcoming a whole new generation of Kinky clubbers on to the dancefloor.



We’ve never made a secret of our success. It comes down to the fact we actually care and want 
to put on the best event we can, with the best guests, best residents and at the best venues. It has 
not been plain sailing across the years. The ever changing face of London clubland loves to throw 
you a curveballs regularly, but our simple ethos has helped push us on, to believe in the brand 
and continue to prove that we stand by what Kinky Malinki is about and what Kinky Malinki has 
ALWAYS been about….throwing the best House Music party we possibly can.



So to celebrate 18 years of parties in London and all over the world we are now 
taking club tour bookings. 

If you are interested in this tour please get in contact today - 

info@kinkymalinki.com


